


           With the uncertainty
that comes with the
pandemic, it won't be a
surprise if the school holds
a program like this for the
next year's events too. "I
would really love it!
[Through this] students
can show their amazing
hidden talents by this and
we could apply our
multiple intelligences,"
Perucho added excitedly.
"During this pandemic, it's
very rare to experience
this kind of event during
quarantine. It gives joy to
people who are just at
home," Serrano agreed.





and drier texture. Despite
all these, Dizon insists that
the Philippines still needs
better rabbits, as local
ones are smaller and take
more time to grow.
Judging from these factors
alone, the Philippines is
already at a clear
disadvantage, and the
opportunity to compete
with other Southeast Asian
countries just isn't there
yet.

           Of course, not
everything goes smoothly
all the time  -- minor
problems arise and
technical issues occur.



           From the famous
series Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K.
Rowling, Loufiela Diaz from
9D answered with
something relatable amid



        There are multiple
ways on how to
manifest your goal and
here are some:

        This trick was
popularized on TikTok
and was very simple.
First, pick three
affirmations that you
want. Next, say them
six times each day.
Focus on your wants
for nine

        This method
requires a quiet state
of mind focused on
your goal. There are
multiple videos
online that can help
you with your
meditation. To put it
simply, you can do
this method by
visualizing the goal
you want to achieve.
Listen and focus on
the voice of the
speaker. Have a
positive mind
towards your goal.
This way, you can
achieve it.

        Finally, Catalan
reminded that even if
we can manifest our
desires in many
different ways, we
must never forget to
put in the effort.

      "Don't let instant
gratification make
you forget how much
is already happening
in your favor.
Manifestation works,
but it goes hand in
hand with putting in
the work you need in
order to achieve your
wants."



        Next, and one of
the primary concerns
most Filipinos have
regarding the available
vaccines in the
country, is their
efficacy rates.

        Filipinos, even
senators, have stated
their preference for
western vaccines
because of their high
efficacy rates. Still,
various news outlets
such as Vox explain
that efficacy rates
should not be a basis
of direct comparison
between vaccine
brands. The
circumstances in which
these vaccines are
tested may vary in
time, sample size, etc.
Instead, comparing
these brands in terms
of how they work, their
suitable age group and
additional 

        Meanwhile,
unvaccinated priority
workers are
encouraged to stay
safe and apply
precautionary
measures at all times.





        "Chess impacted
me in many ways,"
Duana explained. "I
started to think of life
in different views such
as solving problems
rationally and being
careful with my
actions."         Aside
from that, she also
stated what makes
Chess distinct and


